
1. Study the movie vocabulary:  

https://quizlet.com/274467900/movie-vocabulary-advanced-flash-cards/?new 

 

2. Choose the correct cinema-related words from the box 

below to complete the sentences: 

extra 

sequel 

screenplay 

stunt 

genre 

nominated 

box office 

star 

animated 

critic 

premiere 

scene 

part 

frame 

audition 

 

1. Someone whose job it is to review films for a newspaper 

or TV program.  

2. A role/character played by an actor/actress. 

3. A cartoon-like film using drawings and not real people.  

4. A second film made to continue the story started in the 

first.  

5. The most important/famous actor or actress in a film.  

6. A dangerous/risky piece of action in a film usually 

carried out by a professional.  

7. A shot or series of shots in a movie constituting a unit of 

continuous related action.  

8. A category or type of film, e.g. action.  

https://quizlet.com/274467900/movie-vocabulary-advanced-flash-cards/?new


9. A single picture on a roll of movie film or videotape.    

10. The script for a movie, including descriptions of 

scenes and some camera directions.  

11. Selected to be on a short list for a prize.  

12. A trial performance, as by an actor, dancer, or 

musician, to demonstrate suitability or skill.  

13. The first showing of a film.  

14. A performer hired to play a minor part, as in a 

crowd scene in a film.  

15. A booth at the cinema where tickets are sold; used 

generically to also mean the cinema.  

 

Exercise 2. Find the odd one out:  

1) cartoon, western, opera, documentary  

2) director, actor, cameraman, film  

3) silent, director, black-and-white, full-length  

4) thriller, opera, ballet, tragedy  

5) shoot, make, create, actor  

 

Exercise 3. Choose the right word: 

1) In the 1920’s all films were silent/sound and black-and-white/colour.  

2) Full-length films came up to take place of sound/short films.  

3) This director shot/starred a lot of good films.  

4) Charlie Chaplin made/starred in many silent films in the 1920’s.  

5) The first black-and-white/colour film was shot in 1939.  

 

4. Match the words to the definitions.  
1) a film or story about cowboys or American Indians  

2) a film that makes people laugh  

3) a person who acts a part in a play or film  

4) a person who has general control of the money for a film but doesn’t direct the 

actors   

5) film or photograph something   

6) perform as a star in a show or film  

7) the world cinema empire  

8) without any sound  

 

 

 

 

 
a) actor  

b) comedy  

c) Hollywood  

d) producer  

e) shoot  

f) silent  

g) star  

h) western  

 



5. Study theatre vocabulary:  

 

https://quizlet.com/274478093/theatre-vocabulary-advanced-flash-cards/?new 

 

Использовать презентатию.  
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